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Preface
This special issue comprise a collection of research articles dedicated to Michel Las Vergnas, one of
the founding editors of the European Journal of Combinatorics. The articles, presented here, represent
a broad range of topics in the area of Discrete Mathematics, including:
• Convex Polytopes and Classical Convexity,
• Discrete and Computational Geometry,
• Enumerative Combinatorics and Graph Theory,
• Matroids and Oriented Matroids.
Some of the subjects covered are: boolean lattices, Hopf algebras, (k, l)-sparse hypergraphs, hy-
perplane arrangements, monomial bases, partial orders, rigid frameworks, topological configurations,
triangulations of manifolds and Tutte polynomials. Articles appear in alphabetical order by first au-
thor.
This volume includes selected articles, which are expanded and revised versions of talks delivered
at the conference1 ‘Combinatorial Geometries andApplications: OrientedMatroids andMatroids’ held
at the C.I.R.M. (Centre International de Rencontres Mathématiques2) on the campus of the University
ofMarseille-Luminy fromNovember 7 to November 11, 2005. This conference, held in honor ofMichel
Las Vergnas on the occasion of his 65th birthday, was in the line of continuity of the international
meetings onmatroids and oriented matroids organised in 1991 and 1999 also at the C.I.R.M. Wewere
very fortunate that some of the prominent specialists in the field participated and gave lectures on
topics upon which Michel Las Vergnas’ work has had a major impact, such as matroids and oriented
matroids.We are grateful to all of them for their kind participation.We alsowish to thank the referees
for their invaluable help in the preparation of this volume. Of course, this issue would not have been
possible without the authors, andwewould like to thank all of them for their hard work and patience.
But, above all, we would like to express our deepest gratitude to Michel Las Vergnas whose
contributions and ideas havedonemuch topromote thedevelopment of Combinatorics, particularly in
Matroid and OrientedMatroid Theory and in Algebraic Graph Theory. It is a pleasure for us to dedicate
this volume to Michel.
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